**Abstract**: Thinis ( THN– Tn – THN – Tn) may mean high or distinctive land, written in Coptic 

\( \text{TN} \) and written in Greek \( \text{θίς} \). The earliest appearance of the name \( \text{THN} \) dates back to the sixth dynasty. Thinis was the capital of the eighth district of Upper Egypt. The rulers of Thinis led the unification of the country, founded the first and second Dynasties (The Thinite Period) and were buried in the Abydos cemetery next
to their ancestors. So it makes sense that during the the pre-dynastic period and the beginnings of Egypt's unification, Thinis became the capital of the country. Thinis continued its civilization contribution until the Ptolemaic period. IniHrt (Onuris) was the main god of Tni, and he had a great temple. In The New kingdom IniHrt became (IniHrt -sw), mht (Mhit) was his companion. Thinis has disappeared and there is no indication of her location for sure. It is believed that its location is in (Girga, El-Birba, El-Tina, Naga-El-dér, Naga- El-Mesheikh). Through the study of the texts, it is often located in the area extending near Girga to the desert in the west.
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**Introduction:**

The period leading up to the establishment of a unified State in Egypt is one of the most ambiguous and exciting in Egyptian history. Because there is no conclusive historical evidence because of the temporal dimension. This is evident from the mysterious final steps of uniting the country and from the differing views on the true personality of the King who led the process of uniting the country. Thinis was the capital of the eighth province of Upper Egypt. The city of Thinis had the most prominent political role in that age when its rulers led the unification of Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt. Those who laid the foundations of civilization for the united Egyptian nation, which lasted until the end of the ages of Egyptian civilization. Thinis may have been the first capital of unified Egypt at that time. Then it continued as the capital of the eighth province of Upper Egypt. It has acquired great religious and administrative importance. However, Thinis completely disappeared and it is not known how, when or why.

**Objective of the study:**

Previous studies did not address the city of Thinis in sufficient depth to shed light on its political role in unifying the country, and what resulted from this is that it may have been the first capital of a unified Egypt, even for a period of time. In addition to its history through the ages, its political and religious role, how it disappeared, its possible location and the possibility of finding it. This research will study, extrapolate, deduce and analyze texts that recorded information about Thinis. To highlight the civilizational role of Thinis (its history, name, gods, how and why it disappeared) and to try to determine its location and how to discover it.
The Research Methodology:

The research methodology in Thinis's study relied on what was stated in the preserved texts on several axes to reach the desired result.

Firstly: History of Thinis: This was from the Thinite Period until the Ptolemaic period, according to what was stated in the preserved texts.

Secondly: Forms of writing Thinis and its linguistic meaning: $Tn$, $Tn-Tn$, $Tn-T3-wr$ - $Tn$ .

Third: The deities and the temple of Thinis: IniHrt (Onuris) - mhIt, mHt–Mhit.

Fourth: The reasons for the disappearance of Thinis: How and when did Thinis disappear and why is there no evidence left of her whereabouts? Fifth: Fifth: The opinions about the possible location of Thinis: By discussing different opinions about determining its location and the evidence that supports or weakens this.

Sixth: Ways to discover Thinis: This is done through appropriate modern technological techniques.

Firstly: History of Thinis:

Thinis was located in the eighth province (nome) of Upper Egypt ($T3-wr$) (1), Which extends on both banks of the Nile from the Gebel El- Tarif (east of the Nile) in the south to the city of El-Menshah (west of the Nile) in the north (2)(see map).

---

Figure 1: Map of the Eighth nome (T3-wr)  Brovarski, E., The inscribed material of the first intermediate period from Naga-El-dér, vol.1, Chicago, 1989, p. 1250, map 1.

According to Manetho, the rulers of Țni led the unification of the country, and they founded the first and second dynasties and they were called the kings of The Thinite Period (1), Named after the city of Thinis, which was the seat of their rule. Then they were buried in Abydos next to their ancestors who took it as a cemetery for them since 3450 BC (2). From the Sixth Dynasty onwards, Abydos was the center and headquarters of the supervisors of the administration of Upper Egypt (3). While Thinis has been the seat of the rulers of the eighth province T3-wr since the Old Kingdom (4). But Abydos excelled when it became a sacred place for pilgrimage and funeral visits (5). Also, its god ḫnty – Imntyw (Wsir ḫnty -Imntyw) was the main god and lord of the province T3-wr. Therefore, Thinis can be classified as a political city.

---

(4) Brovarski, E., op cit., pp.63 – 64.
This sign came in the inscriptions of the tomb of Herchuf \textit{Hr-hwl.f} (From the reign of King Pepy II the fifth ruler of the Sixth Dynasty) \(^{(1)}\) In a letter sent by the king to Herchuf, which he recorded in his autobiography in his rock-carved tomb, in the cemetery of Qubbet el-Hawa, on the western bank of the Nile in Aswan \(^{(2)}\).

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{c}
\includegraphics[width=0.3\textwidth]{sign.png}
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
\textit{pr.n.(k) m T3w - wr hr w3t wh3t} (go yourself to Thaw-wr via Oasis Road).
\end{center}

The sign (the sail of a ship or boat surmounted by a mast) It is a form of writing the name of the eighth province, where it is written and pronounced \textit{T3w -wr} and it does not mean the name of the city \textit{Tni} (Thinis). It is worth noting that the eighth province itself is attributed to Thinis and was known as the Thinite nome.

\begin{center}
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\begin{center}
\textit{iw – msi ßbw Tni (Tny)}…….. \textit{Itrt – ßmrt n bîk n h3\'yt}
\end{center}

(forsooth, Elephantine and Thinis are the dominion of Upper Egypt, yet without paying taxes owing to civil strife) \(^{(3)}\)

This demonstrates the rebellion of the Thinis rulers against the central Government and their independence by virtue of the province.

- During the first intermediate period, The rulers of Thebes and the rulers of Ihnasya, in their wars sought to annex Thinis because of its importance as stated in the

\(^{(3)}\)Vischak , D., Locality and community in old kingdom provincial tombs the cemetery at Qubbet el Hawa , Newyork University , 2006 , p. 122.
\(^{(4)}\)Gardinar , A.H., The Admonition of an Egyptian sage from a Hieratic papyrus in Leiden , Leipzig ,1909 , p. 34 .
inscriptions of the tomb of Iti –ibi in Assiut, who is mentioned as (tf-ibi) in some references, was the ruler of the province of Assiut, loyal to the rulers of Ihnasya and led his army to control Upper Egypt\(^1\).

\[ \text{ii(i) rsi r ibw m\textit{h}t} i rTni \]

(I came south to Elephantine and north to Thinis) \(^2\)

- As stated in the (Pétersbourg 1115 papyrus) within the teachings (advices) of King Kheti, the ruler of Ihnasya, from the Ninth Dynasty for his son, King Merikare, and the papyrus is written from the time of the Eighteenth Dynasty.

\[ \text{hsl (n).iTn m- kr t3s rsyt r t3wt} \]

(when I attacked Thinis and Maqi and its southern border as far as Taut) \(^3\)

- It was mentioned in the stela of Diri (Brussels .Mus. E.4985) overseer of the storehouses and ruler of the residence from the reign of the king Wah-Ankh-Entef, the second king of the eleventh dynasty \(^5\).

\[ \text{s3 R\textit{c} Ini-iti-f ms–nfrw m hipster(T) c\textit{h}3 . n . i ln} \text{r pr lty m hrt nt Tny} \]


\(^{3}\) Golenischeff, V., Les Papyrus hieratiques, Nos. 1115, 1116A et 1116B de L’Ermitage impérial a Saint-Pétersbourg, St-Pétersbourg, 1913, pls. IX-XIV.


\(^{5}\) Porter, B., and, Moss, R., Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Reliefs, and, Paintings I, Oxford, 1927, p. 596.
(Son of Re Intif, the creator of beauty Write me (message me) while I am fighting with the house of Kheti in the cemetery of Thinis)\(^{(1)}\).

This is similar to what was mentioned on the stela of \(T\)\(t\), bearer of seals and official of the treasuries, who was a contemporary of the two kings Intif I and Intif II of the kings of the eleventh dynasty and his stela was found in the Draa Abu al-Naga, west of Thebes, and now it is in the British Museum No.614\(^{(2)}\).

\[s3\text{R} ^{c} T n i t i t f i s t t b p n h r s t h r f h n t t r s b w p h t r T 3- w r - T n y\]

(Son of Re Intif when this land was under his authority south to Elephantine and up to Ta-wer – Thinis "Thinis which is in Ta-wer province")\(^{(3)}\)

This reinforces the belief that Thinis played a political role and instigated the war, often sided with the rulers Ihnasya.

- \(Hn m w\) Hnno (an employee during the reign of King Mentuhotep Nebhepetre of the Eleventh Dynasty) wrote on his Stela (Metropolitan Museum) which was found smashed in his tomb No. (313) in Deir el-Bahari\(^{(4)}\).

\[ b 3 k n . (T) n . f T 3- w r T n \]

(I collected taxes for him from Ta-wer Thinis)\(^{(5)}\).

This is clear evidence that the kings of the Eleventh Dynasty took control Thinis and subjected it to their authority.

During the reign of the Twelfth Dynasty, Abydos became the capital of the eighth province and the seat of its rulers instead of Thinis. Thinis thus turned into a regional city.

\(^{(1)}\) Petrie , W. M. F., Qurneh , London , 1909 , pl.III .
\(^{(2)}\)Winlok , H.E.,The Theban Necropolis in the Middle Kingdom , American Journal of Semitic languages and literatures XXXII , Chicago, 1915 , p.17
\(^{(4)}\) Winlock , H.E., The Court of King Neb Hepet-Re Mentu-Hotep at the Shatt erRigal , American Journal of Semitic languages and literatures 57 , Chicago , 1940 , p. 149 .
While the situation in the New Kingdom was reversed, the rulers (mayors) of Thinis are known, but the rulers (mayors) of Abydos are unknown, and this suggests that they may have been administratively subordinate to Thinis

- Text on the lintel of a door from Abydos for $s^3 - tp - ihw$ of the eighteenth dynasty

\begin{center}
\begin{figure}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{lintel}
\end{figure}
\end{center}

\textit{Iry – $p^t$ $h^t$ty – c imy - r hmyw - nfr m $\text{Tni}$- T3wr hsy n nb w3dt rnpwt $s^3 - tp - ihw$}

(The hereditary prince, mayor, supervisor of the priests in Thinis - Ta -wer, praised by lord of Wadjet - Ranbot sa tp ihw)

- And from the tomb of the mayor $ini$ $iti$ $f$ west of Thebes from the reign of King Thutmose III,

\begin{center}
\begin{figure}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{tomb}
\end{figure}
\end{center}

$h^t$ty – c $\text{Tni}$ - T3-wr Mayor of Thinis -Ta-wer.

Both Abydos and Thinis were mentioned successively in the eighteenth chapter of the Book of the Dead in the texts of the tomb of Iry-nefer (TT290) of the Twentieth Dynasty in Deir el-Medina.

\begin{center}
\begin{figure}
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{book_of_the_dead}
\end{figure}
\end{center}

\textit{I Dhwy $sm^3$ $hrw$ Wsir r $hftyw$ . f m $dB^3$t ($c^3$t) imy(t)}

3$bdw$ grh pwy n h3.k.r.i $m$ $\text{tnw}$ mwtw m ipwt

3$hw$ m $hpri$ ihpw m $\text{Tni}$

---

(O Thoth, who vindicates Osiris against his enemies in the great court of Abydos, on the night of the haker, The time of counting the dead and the counter of the Akhw (the luminaries -the righteous) and then the dance takes place in Thinis) \(^{(1)}\).

- It is worth mentioning that this paragraph came in several forms in the Book of the Dead, and other cities were mentioned instead of Thinis, and the Haker celebration was linked in the texts of the stelae of individuals from the Middle Kingdom to a site called \(r-n-T\dot{3}-wr\).

- The rulers of Thinis in the New Kingdom had administrative control over the oases of the Western Desert, Intif, who was a contemporary of King Thutmose III, was mentioned after his title "Mayor of Thinis- Ta-wer", the title:

\[
h_{\text{r}}y - tp\ n\ w\dott{3}\ t\ mi - k\ d\ -\ s\quad \text{\(\text{Supreme Lord of the whole oasis}\) \(^{(2)}\).}
\]

Intif also nicknamed the title \(\dott{3}ty - p\^t\ w\dott{3}\) (Oasis Mayor) \(^{(3)}\).

- The term \(N\dot{3} - m\dot{h}r - n-Tn\ - \text{Thinis store}\) came, in (the Turin papyrus cat. No. 2074) From the eighth year of a king of the twentieth dynasty After the name Abydos . Černy suggests that the term refers to the burial enclosures of Kings of the Archaic period in Abydos \(^{(4)}\). Perhaps he was influenced in his opinion by the modern name "The Shunet El-Zebib" the funerary cult enclosure of King Khasekhemwy at the end of the second dynasty at Abydos, Which suggests that it was used for storage in the era of the twentieth dynasty or in the distant past.

---


\(^{(2)}\)Brovarski , E., op cit., col.479 ; Sethe,K., op cit., p. 963 .

\(^{(3)}\)Brovarski , E.,op cit. , col.479 ; Sethe ,K., op cit., p. 982 .

when all the enclosures were established. He adds that one of the roads connects the oases of Dakhla and Kharga with the Nile Valley and possibly ends in Girga \(^{(1)}\).

Recent excavations confirmed that the enclosures were funeral buildings built for the souls of kings. The followers buried around the enclosures serve them. And the rituals for the deceased kings are held there especially when kings are buried. Ten enclosures have been discovered so far, Three enclosures for King Aha, one for each of King Djer, Diet, and one for queen Meretneith, and two enclosures whose owners are unknown, called the Western Mastaba and the Donkey enclosure, then the enclosure of Peribsen and the enclosure of Khasekhemwy \(^{(2)}\). The funerary enclosures are located in the center of the ritual area of Osiris, so it is unlikely that they were used as storerooms, but in the Middle Kingdom the outer southern part of the Khasekhemwy enclosures was used for burial. And since the 22nd Dynasty, and perhaps before it, the inner part of The Shunet El-Zebib was used as a cemetery to bury the ibis bird, the symbol of the god Djhoty, in very large quantities. It is difficult to find a place inside Abydos that bears the name of Thinis, whether it is a storehouse or a ritual place, but the logical \( N3 – mhr – n-Tn \) was in the city of Thinis itself or in a place belonging to it. Taking into account what was stated on the stela of \( P3 sb3 h^5 n niwt \) Psusense the third son of the High Priest of Amon Menkhberra from the twenty-first dynasty, among the many priestly titles that he was.

\[
hm – ntr n Imn hr n mhr hm ntr n Imn (m) Ti(Tni)
\]

(Priest of Amun Her en meger Priest of Amun in Thinis) \(^{(3)}\)

- With the end of the Kushite Twenty-fifth Dynasty, the Assyrians invaded Egypt. They divided it into small independent states whose rulers bear the title of king. \( Is-pimama-tu \) (\( Ns-p3-mdw\)- Nespamedu) (670-660 BC) bore the title of king (\( saaru\) city

\(^{(1)}\) Ibid., pp. 29-31.
\(^{(3)}\) Randal – Maciver, D., Mace, A., op cit., pls.31. 34(8).
king Ta-a-a-ni of Thinis, As stated in the annals of the Assyrian king Ashurbanipal (1). Although he bore the titles (Priest of Amon, City Supervisor, Minister, Hereditary Prince, Mayor) on his remaining monuments in Abydos (tomb, remains of a stela, remains of a pyramidion, remains of a sarcophagus) (2).

- With the unification of the twenty-sixth dynasty of the country, the usual situation returned, as Minister $Dd-k3-r^c$ carried the titles $h3ty - c T3w - wr imy - is $w $tnw $hs$m $3bw $ty $Dd-k3-r^c$

(The governor of Thawu-wer ($T3-wr$) the supervisor of the shrine of Shu and Tefnut, the priest in Abydos, the minister Jed-ka-re) (3).

- In the Ptolemaic period, Thinis disappeared due to the emergence of the city of Ptolemy Hermio (the city of El-Minshah) (4). Which became the seat of governors for the eighth nome and upper Egypt (5).

Nevertheless, the Temple of Thinis continued to be active, and some priests and employees of god $Tni-hrt$ were known from that period (6). As stated in the stela (CG 22041) From Abydos by the one called $Dd$ $3st$ $iwf$ "$nh$ (7). In the later periods, Thinis disappeared, and it was no longer mentioned.

---


(4) Ptolemais in Greek and "psoi" in Coptic, was founded by King Ptolemy I to become the seat of the Greeks in Upper Egypt and is located about 14 km south of Sohag on the west bank of the Nile. Helck, W., Gaue, Wiesbaden, p. 207; Kessler, D., op cit., col. 1183.


(6) Brovarski, E., op cit., col. 481.

Secondly: Forms of writing Thinis and its linguistic meaning:

- Although the name of Thinis was not known before the Sixth Dynasty (1) Except that this shape [Image] Which came on the stone of Palermo and considered it the name of Thinis, taking into consideration as it somewhat resembles the shape [Image] And that came in the inscriptions of the iti-ibi tomb in Assiut (2).

The name Thinis was written in several traditional forms: Tni , Tn , Tni, Tn .

A- Tni , Tn :


-  [Image] : Stela of Indi from Naga-El-dér . It is now in the Metropolitan Museum and dates back to the first intermediate period, It is within his title [Image] (Governor of Thinis) (4).

-  [Image] : Stela of P3i from Naga-El-dér and dates back to the first intermediate period (5).

(5) Lutz , H.F., Egyptian tombs steles and offering stones of the Museum of anthropology and ethnology of the University of California , Leipzig , 1927 , pl.22 Nr.43 .
(O you who live above the earth, you who love life and hate death, as you would like to be praised by Ini-hrt, Lord of Thinis)\(^{(1)}\).

\(-\quad\) : Stela of Nfr-sfkhi (Univ.Mus.40-19-1) from Naga-El-dér and dates back to the first intermediate period \(^{(2)}\).

Nefersfakhi bore the titles of mayor, bearer of the Lower Egypt Seal, Priests Supervisor.

\[\text{Ikr ndt r m sH n *ni iw sw3 n hr mity nb n Tni}\]

(Nfr-sfkhi…. Who was excellent of counsel in the council of Thinis ,I surpassed every peer of mine of Thinis) \(^{(3)}\)

\(-\quad\) : Lintel of stone from the riign on king Senwsrt I (Egyptian Museum)

\[\text{hsmn hst bI3 hst mr n snfr Ini-hrt m Tni}\]

(Bronze vessels and copper vessels for spilling and incense for IniHrt in Thinis) . \(^{(4)}\)

\(-\quad\) : Stela of sn-wsrt-snb from the Twelfth Dynasty

\[\text{Ini-hrt nb Tni} \quad \text{(Inihrt lord of Thinis)} . \quad (5)\]

\(^{(1)}\) Dunham , D., op cit. , pp.58 , pl. 15. No. 2.

\(^{(2)}\) Smith , W.S., The art and architecture of ancient Egypt ,Baltimore, 1958 , p.84,pl.57.

\(^{(3)}\) Brovarski, E. The inscribed material, p.755.


- What's interesting here is to replace the traditional form of the letter $N$ with shape $\mathcal{N}$, As well as the appearance of this shape of the bird $\mathcal{N}$ instead of shape $\mathcal{N}$.

: Stela of $Ddw$ (CCG 20604) from Abydos from the Twelfth Dynasty

$sS \, hwt - ntr \, n \, Tni \, Ddw$ (The scribe of the Temple of Thinis, Ddo) \(^{(1)}\)

: Stela of $snb$ from Abydos (CCG2073) from the Twelfth Dynasty \(^{(2)}\)

*Imy $3bdw \, m\mathring{srw} \, pf \, n3 \, h3b \, m \, Tni*

(He who is in Abydos that evening is sent in Thinis) \(^{(3)}\).

: Spell 137 from coffin Texts

*imi $Tni$* (who is in Thinis) \(^{(4)}\)

- The name of Thinis came in vizier Rekhmera's tomb from the reign of King Thutmose III, in a scene representing employees paying their dues to the vizier.

*h3ty - c $Tni$* (Mayor of Thinis) \(^{(5)}\)

---


\(^{(2)}\) Daressy G.,Remarques et Notes , Recueil de travaux relatifs à la philology et à L'archéologie Égyptiennes et assyriennes,XI , Paris , 1889, p.86 .

\(^{(3)}\) Lange ,H.O., Schafer ,H.,op cit. , p.370 .


B- Tnī, Tn:
- (papyrus Pétersbourg 1115) within the teachings (advices) of King Kheti (1).

- (Papyrus Brooklyn 35.1446) From the late Middle Kingdom, The name Tn was mentioned several times with some people $Hpw \text{ imy} \; - \; r m\phi^m \; Tn$ (Hebo, commander of Thinis' soldiers).

$Sn \; wsrt \; s \; n \; . \; Tn$ (Senwsret is a man of Thinis) (2).

- Ramesseum Papyrus, From the late Middle Kingdom (3).

It is noted that, the name Thinis came after two cities of $w\phi-h \; swt \; - \; h^c \; - k\beta-w-r^c$ (located south of Abydos) and Abydos, indicating that Thinis is north of Abydos.

- (Papyrus of Leiden 344) In the warnings of the wise Ebower (4).

It is possible to use the sign $t$ instead of the letter $t$ To facilitate pronunciation, this was known in the ancient Egyptian language (5) and is still common in our colloquial language until now as a linguistic and cultural heritage.

C- T3-wr - Tnī:
- Stela of $TTI$ (B.M. No.614) (6). The name Tnī was added to the name of the eighth province T3-wr, so that the meaning would be "Thinis in Ta-wer".

- Stela of $Hnnw$ from the Eleventh Dynasty (7).

- Stela of $s\text{t}-Tnī-hrt$ (M.F.A.25.659) from the Twelfth Dynasty from Naga-El-dër.

(1) Golenischeff, V., op cit., pls.IX-XIV.
(2) Hayes, W.C., A Papyrus of The Late Middle Kingdom in the Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn,1955, pl.1,5-6.7.
(4) Gardinar, A.H., The Admonition, p. 34.
im₃ḥw ḫrt Ini – ḫrt nb Tȝ-wr – Tȝ sȝ Inn-hrt
(The honored one before Inihrt lord of Tawer Thinis sa Ini-Hrt )

- The name Thinis came on its own in a text by sȝ-tȝ –ḥw from the reign of Queen Hatshepsut

hȝty c n Tȝ sȝ-tȝ –ḥw (Mayor of Thinis sa tp ihw )

The name Thinis is repeated in several forms with sa tp ihw Tȝ - Tȝ-wr and Tȝ .

- The name of Thinis also appears several times in the inscriptions of the tomb of Min (mayor of Thinis during the reigns of Kings Thutmose III and Amenhotep II ) in Al-Asasif, west of Thebes Tȝ ( ), Tȝ - Tȝ-wr ( ), Tȝ , Tȝ .

The inscriptions of tomb of Amenhotep

hȝty – c imy – r ḫmw – nṯr m Tȝ Tȝwr ḫmn – ḫtp mȝ c – ḫrw
(Mayor and supervisor of Priests in Thinis - Tawer Amenhotep justified)

- It should be noted that the name Thinis may come alone or be added to the name of the province with the same persons and their surnames. This indicates that the forms of writing the name Thinis are equal in substance and give the same meaning.

(1). Dunham, D., op cit., p.26, pl.8, No. 1.
(2) Sethe, K., op cit., IV, p. 517.
(3) Ibid, p. 519.
(4) Ibid, p. 520.
(9)Lepsius, K., Denkmäeler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien, Text 1, Berlin, p. 7.
D- The meaning of \( T\text{n}\text{i} \):

The name \( T\text{n}\text{i} \) may mean the high or distinguished land because it's close to writing and pronouncing the verb \( t\text{n}\text{i} \) Meaning (to raise, distinguish) (1). Because Thinis wasn't found, we didn't know if its name was a result of its topography (high ground) or an expression of a religious idea. The texts also do not show us a relationship between the name \( T\text{n}\text{i} \) and \( t\text{3}-\text{t\text{mn}} \) (the prominent land) and the theory of creation in Memphis. Even though the god Onuris is closely associated with the worship of the sun and its greatest god Ra. It is possible that the name \( T\text{n}\text{i} \) is a descriptive word to express its high status, such as (the eighth province \( T\text{3}-\text{wr} \) great land, Abydos \( T\text{3}-\text{dsr} \) sacred land). The compound noun \( T\text{n}\text{i} \text{-}T\text{3}-\text{wr}, \) which consists of two syllables, \( T\text{n}\text{i} \) and \(-T\text{3}-\text{wr} \), usually means Thinis of Ta-wer (Thinis of the eighth province). The name of Thinis continued in Coptic and wrote \( T\text{HN} \) (2) and \( \Theta\text{i}\text{c} \) This or Thinis in Greek(3).

Third: The deities and the temple of Thinis:

A: \( \text{Inihrt} \) (4) Onuris (the one who brought, took away, who brought the far away) was the main god of Thinis. He was worshiped in Samanoud in the Delta in the late period and was revered in Nubia, and his worship continued until the Ptolemaic Roman period. He was often depicted in human form, with four feathers above his head, holding a spear, He was a god of war and a hunter whose job was to retrieve from the south (retrieve the wild lioness) or retrieve the eye (eye of the moon - the eye of the sun) and a fighter for the king and for the god Ra against Apophis (5). He was nicknamed \( \text{Inihrt nb T\text{n}i} \) Onuris lord of

---

(2) Gardinar, A.H., Onomastica II, p. 38.
Thinis) (1) as well (Inihr m Ţni - Onuris in Thinis) (2). In the New Kingdom Ini-hrt Onuris and šw the Air god merged (3) to become Inihr – šw s3-r3 (4).

B:- (mhit, mht) Mhit was the companion of Onuris. (5) She depicted in a woman's body with a lioness' head and wearing a crown of Atef, she was called Lady of Thinis, It was also worshiped in Samanoud in the Delta. She was considered the "eye of the moon - eye of Heaven", Its merging with Tefnut led to its equality with Hathor and Sekhmet. Her name formed a link between the lioness and the sacred fish, She was also considered a daughter of Ra (6).

hm ntr tpi n IniHrt Mhit Min – mss m3ḥ hrw ' (High Priest of Onuris and Mhit, Min Mess justified) (7).

C- The temple of Thinis:

It can be inferred from the priestly positions of the god Onuris that he had a large temple in Thinis. The texts indicate that there was great interest in the Temple of Thinis. The temple is likely to be founded early, perhaps from archaic period. Although the oldest known priestly position dates back to the Old Kingdom.

Ggi recorded his functional and priestly title on an false door (from the reign of King Mnera of the Sixth Dynasty)

hry – tp s3 n . T3-wr imy – r hm(w) – ntr n . Ini-hrt
(The Great High Master of Tawer supervisor the Priests of Onuris) (8).

---

(2) Daressy , M.,G., Inscriptions Hiéroglyphiques , p.102.
(3) Brovarski , E., Thinis , col.479.
Texts in the Reisner Papyrus from the reign of King Senwrsrt I, which were found in a wooden coffin in Naga El-der, talked about the construction of buildings in Thinis \(^{(1)}\) may have included the temple.

\[\text{\textit{h\text{\textasciitilde}w mni . I nty m T\text{\textasciitilde}ni \ldots m qbt nt T\text{\textasciitilde}ni}}\]

(erection my buildings in Thinis…….. From brick of Thinis) \(^{(2)}\)

- The interest of Thinis and its temple continued in the New Kingdom, where in the Harris Papyrus, King Ramses III said,

\[\text{Ir I \textit{\textasciitilde}spsy n inr n \textit{\textasciitilde}nw m pr it . I Inh\text{\textasciitilde}rt – \textit{\textasciitilde}s}}\]

(It was built a luxurious (shrine) from Tora stone in the temple of my father Inheret-Shu)

\[s\text{\textasciitilde} R\text{\textasciitilde} t\text{\textasciitilde} lwt R\text{\textasciitilde} mss bkh Tw\text{\textasciitilde}nw \textit{\textasciitilde}nh wd\text{\textasciitilde}3 snb wd\text{\textasciitilde}5 md\text{\textasciitilde}w m pr Inh\text{\textasciitilde}rt}\]

(Son of Ra, the temple,( Ra Messes hka Iwnu), may he live true healthy, Command (leadership) in the temple of Inehert) \(^{(3)}\)

- Ramesses III lists the amount of offerings, slaves, and stores he allocated to the temple, in addition to building a huge wall.

- Thinis and the temple were mentioned in texts (Wilbur papyrus in the Brooklyn Museum) from the fourth year of the reign of King Ramsses V, which talked about the allocations for temples.

\[\text{sm pr Inh\text{\textasciitilde}rt nb Tn} \text{ (Grass of Temple of Inheret lord of Thinis)}^{(4)}\]

---

\(^{(1)}\) Brovarski , E., op cit. , col.475 .

\(^{(2)}\) Simpson, w.,K., Papryrs Reisner III : The Records of a building project in the early Twelfth Dynasty, Museum of fine Arts, Boston, 1969 , B,1,4 , pl.12, z. 27.

\(^{(3)}\) Erichsen,W.,Papyrus Harris1 Hieroglyphische Transkription,Bruxelles,1933, 57,p.66.

Fourth: The reasons for the disappearance of Thinis:

Thinis continued as one of Egypt's influential regional cities for nearly three thousand years, but with the advent of the Ptolemaic Roman period it fell into disuse due to the emergence of the city of Ptolemy Hermio, Thinis seems to have been affected by the conversion of Egyptians to Christianity in the Roman era, which led to the destruction of its temple, as was the case with the temples of Abydos near it (1). It may have been converted into a church, or some of its stones may have been moved for use in other buildings, as happened in Abydos. Or use them in the lime industry by grinding these stones, and reusing the mud bricks in buildings or as fertilizer for agricultural lands. Nature may have played a role in the disappearance of Thinis, such as the flooding of the Nile and the silt that is deposited from it every year, in addition to sand and dust resulting from the movement of the winds. What is striking is that Thinis, its temple, administrative facilities, and residences have completely disappeared. This is not surprising in the study of Egyptology, as many cities have disappeared and there is no evidence to confirm their location with certainty.

Fifth: The opinions about the possible location of Thinis: (see map).

Given the lack of solid evidence of its actual location, opinions differ about the possible location of Thinis. Sayce believes that Girga is Thinis, as well as Mariette suggested, because it is located near the tombs of Naga El Mesheikh and Naga -Ed-Der, which lie in front of it east of the Nile, and which he considered to be the Tombs of Thinis (2). Nestor LHôte, Champollion and Maspero also suggested that Girga is Thinis (3).

Wilkinson considers the current village of El-Birba to be Thinis, because of its name, which means the temple or the ancient buildings, as well as its proximity to Abydos. (4).

Daressy asserts that it is El-Birba (six kilometres north of Bardis), showing that it is built on large piles of land, as a result of the accumulation of the ruins of old houses

---

(2) Sayce ,A.,H., Gleanings from the Land of Egypt , Recueil de travaux relatifs à la philology et à L ’archéologie Égyptiennes et assyriennes.13, Paris ,1890, pp.64-5.
and the presence of traces of mud bricks. The most important of which is to find a statue of King Ramses II and a falcon made of stone more than a metre high, which he considers to be the symbol of Onuris the God of Thinis, In addition, it is located on the shortest route to the Kharga Oasis, which the rulers of Thinis were responsible for administering (1). Gauthier suggested that it is also El-birba (2). According to Brugsch, the site of Thinis is the village of El-Tina, located in the Bardis centre (Naga El-Tina, currently a subsidiary of the village of Kum Al-Sa'ida, the center of Girga) 4.5 kilometres south-east of Girga, because of its similar pronunciation with Thinis, especially in its coptic form (τιν) (3).

According to Gardinar, its location is uncertain and not far from Girga, because its God, Onuris, was often mentioned in the tombs opposite it from the east, in the cemeteries of Naga- El Mesheikh and Naga -Ed- Der, Another eligible site is El Birba to the west. As for the east bank of the Nile, the graveyards carved in the hills are close to the Nile and provide good space for the graveyards carved in the rock, while there is little space for an important city, it could have been Naga- El Mesheikh, where the goddess mhit, the wife of Inheret-shu (4).

Brovarsky agrees that it was Girga, or near it, as the chain of rock tombs extends about six kilometers from Sheikh Farag in the north through Naga -Ed- Der to Naga- El Mesheikh in the south, and which dates back to the pre-dynastic until the era of the Middle Kingdom. They represented a cemetery for the city of Thinis, the capital of the eighth province, while Abydos was a religious center and a secondary seat of administration. (5).

While Montet believes that there are the remains of a temple in Naga- El Mesheikh east of the Nile, opposite Girga, A sarcophagus containing a bronze fish was found in it, This village was identified as Lépidotonpolis, but it is nevertheless not a Greek name for Tin (Thinnis), despite the presence of the tomb of IniHrt-ms in it (6).

---

(1) Daressy, M., G., Notes et Remarques, pp.124-5.
(4) Gardinar, A., H., Onomastica II, pp. 36-37.
Gomaa, F., believes that Thinis should be near Girga and adds that however the exact location of Thinis will remain unknown until excavations in the area confirm this (1).

When discussing the above options given the choice of Girga, this is severely excluded. First, because there are no visible monuments of ancient Egyptian civilization on its surface. Second: Although most of its lands are deeply dug for the establishment of many government projects, no artifacts have been found indicating that Girga is Thinis.

Choosing Naga El-Tina because it is close in pronunciation with (Tin- Thinis) is a weak evidence. Especially since the name of El-Tina is widespread in northern and southern Egypt. Perhaps it was called El-Tina because the water receded from it during the flood and its clay soil appeared, Or because of the nature of its agricultural lands. There is also nothing on its land that confirms that it is Thinis.

The choice El-birba, even if it seems stronger, but there are also things that weaken it. Certainly the name of El-Birba came from the name of the temple (p3 r-pr) in the ancient Egyptian language. More importantly, a statue of King Ramesses II and a falcon made of stone were found there, which was considered a symbol of Onoris, the god of Thinis. They are movable antiquities, and the constant evidence are fixed antiquities. Its location is on the Kharga oasis road. There are other villages on it.

It is also worth saying that the fact that Thinis is located near or north of Abydos and on the oasis road west of the Nile makes it illogical to consider its location in Nag al-Deir or Nag al-Msheikh, east of the Nile.

All options are possible in the absence of archaeological evidence of its location. Based on the foregoing, Thinis should be located in the area from the West Bank of Nile near Girga to the beginning of Western Sahara (approximately 14 km), and from North Abydos to El-Reqaqnah (approximately 15 km) (see map).

**Sixth: Ways to discover Thinis:**

Due to the large area in which Thinis is expected to be located, excavation is not the best way to uncover it, but modern technological ways is the easiest and most appropriate.

---

(1) Gomaa, F., op cit., p.196.
A- Aerial photography:

By taking photographs from the plane using cameras and taking pictures with specific technology. There is huge potential in aerial survey for very detailed interpretations of sites which can be mapped and recorded with great accuracy \(^{(1)}\).

B- Remote sensing:

Remote sensing is the science and art of obtaining information about an object area, or phenomenon through the analysis of data acquired by a device that is not in contact with the object, area, or phenomenon under investigation. Electromagnetic energy sensors operated from airborne and spaceborne platforms to assist in inventorying, mapping, and monitoring earth resources. These sensors acquire data on the way various earth surface features emit and reflect electromagnetic energy, and these data are analyzed to provide information \(^{(2)}\).

C- Geophysical Survey:

They are geophysical sensing techniques used in photography or archaeological mapping. Technologies are also finding an increase role in presentation and interpretation of archaeological sites. Geophysical survey can often play a unique role in evaluating archaeological remains \(^{(3)}\).

Results and Conclusions:

\(Tni\) was the capital of the eighth nome of Upper Egypt. \(Tni\) continued its civilizational contribution throughout the periods of the ancient Egyptian civilization until the Ptolemaic period. \(Tni\) has a great historical importance, as its rulers led the unification of Egypt according to Manetho. Where they founded the First and Second Dynasties (The Thinite Period). Then they were buried in Abydos next to their ancestors who took it as a cemetery for them. Since kings in ancient Egypt were only buried in the royal cemetery belonging to the capital, this is evidence that Thinis was the capital of Egypt in the pre-dynastic period and at the beginning of the unification period, and thus it is considered the first capital of Egypt. The oldest appearance of the name of \(Tni\) belongs to the sixth Dynasty. Its name write with many forms (\(Tni\),

\( Tn, Tni, Tn, T3-wr, Tnì \). \( Tni \) may mean the high or the distinguished land. It is possible that the name \( Tni \) is a descriptive word to express its high status. \( Iniht \) (Onuris) was the main god of \( Tni, Mht \) (Mhit) was his companion and they had a great temple. In the absence of archaeological evidence of its location, all options are possible. Thinis must be located in the area extending from the west bank of the Nile near Girga to the beginning of the Western Desert (about 14 km), and From north Abydos to El-Reqaqnah, (about 15 km). Due to the large area in which Thinis is expected to be located, excavations are not the best way to detect it, but modern technological techniques are the easiest and most appropriate, aerial photography, Geophysical Survey, Remote sensing. After determining its location, excavations are carried out.
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